
Bugs 
 

1. App unexpectedly returns to Login screen prematurely while viewing or editing.  This is 
an issue with the time-out period and should be set to 24 hours, but it’s more like 15 
minutes.   

2. Category settings may not match between the web app and mobile devices.  While this 
issue has been fixed, categories may need to be enabled/disabled again to be consistent 
across all platforms. 

3. When adding an item, can’t create a new Set.  Creating a new Set is available when 
editing an Item. 

 

 
 

4. Occasionally receive Failed to fetch data error.  Refresh screen to fix error. 

 
 

5. When assigning a Set to an Item, the Set names should be sorted by Name, not by most 
recent. 

 
  



6. Thumbnails may be missing or rotated in the Browse screen.  The full-size image can be 
viewed when selecting the item and clicking on the image. 

 
 
From Item Details, click on the image: 

 
 
7. When sorting by Most Liked, the secondary sort is by most recent. It should be by Name. 

 



8. Add subscription expiration date to membership plan. 
 

9. Fix membership color when in Free mode (no valid subscription). 
 

10. When viewing an Item, for a split second the image displayed is the previous item’s 
image. 
 

11. Occasionally the manufacturer filter is not populated.  Need to enter any search criteria 
and it will populate. 

  



Enhancements 
 

1. Resize popup windows so all information is visible without scrolling. 
 

2. Add Inventory reports (CSV and PDF) 
 

3. Filters: enable <enter> key to activate filters 
 

4. Improve behavior of the color bubble when manually picking color tags from an image. 
 

5. When adding images to an Item or Project, enable adding multiple images when picking 
from the file system (i.e., use shift or alt/command key) 

 
6. Add filtering and searching by color. 

 
7. Enable scanning barcode (and searching barcode by manually entering the value). 

 
8. When manually entering an item, check for duplicates on barcode value.  Currently only 

checks when picking from barcode catalog. 
 

9. Add Filter for Storage Location. 
 

10. Add Filters for no value/missing value: Manufacturer and Storage Location 
 
 


